Negative affect toward the wait How much did the waiting make you feel ______________? 1) Irritated (1 not at all … 4 neutral … 7 very much) 2) Annoyed (1 not at all … 4 neutral … 7 very much) 3) Frustrated (1 not at all … 4 neutral … 7 very much) 4) Unsatisfied (1 not at all … 4 neutral … 7 very much)
Impatience
Please read each statement below carefully. For each statement, circle the response which best represents your opinion. There are no right or wrong answers. 1) Typically, how easily do you get irritated? (1 not at all easily … 7 extremely easily) 2) How is your "temper" these days? (1 I seldom get angry … 7 very hard to control) 3) When you have to wait in line such as at a restaurant, the movies, or the post office, how do you usually feel? (1 accept calmly … 7 feel very impatient and refuse to stay long)
Attribution
Please indicate your degree of agreement with the following statements, with 1 indicating "strongly disagree" and 7 indicates "strongly agree." 1) There is a lot the website could have done to avoid or shorten the delay (1 strongly disagree … 7 strongly agree)
2) The delay was mostly caused by the design of the website (1 strongly disagree … 7 strongly agree)
Visual content
The following questions relate to the web page that you saw while waiting for your travel recommendations. Please assess the visual content of the web page that you saw while waiting by responding to the questions below.
1) The web page that I saw while waiting provided (1 low visual content … 7 high visual content) 2) While waiting, I saw a web page that contained (1 very little visual content … 7 a lot of visual content)
3) The amount of visual content that I saw while waiting was (1 very low … 7 very high) 4) The web page that I saw while waiting provided (1 not much visual content at all … 7 quite a lot of visual content) 
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